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needed TLC and help to

or concerns which may
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not be necessary for a

amazing what a good

home visit but ensures

Niccii has ordered Covid
19 tests and will be

all needs are met.

From June, we have a

changed the carer’s

are with her two

new activities agenda to

routine so that someone

daughters.

ensure that we are

morning and afternoon

providing a range of

is allocated time off the

activities daily. Niccii

floor to spend time with

has sourced lots of new
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activity idea. The power
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plate has now been fixed

changes:

missed seeing her
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family, but she had lots

again.

We have not had any

of gifts delivered by

Residents have been

new staff this month,

Jayne her daughter, as

asked what they enjoy

and nobody has left

well as deliveries of

doing and what their

Elmfield either. Our new

chocolates and flowers

preferences are to ensure

staff who started

and several cards. We

the activities agenda

employment in April

had a birthday party

reflects the preferences

have really settled in

within Elmfield and
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well and are a real asset

Phyllis enjoyed her

Recently, it has been

to our team.

special day.

residents to want to join

Sadly, Dorothy Herkes,

in with activities. It is

Other news:

passed away on 23rd

important more than

May. She peacefully

ever to keep residents

Government funding

went to sleep following a

stimulated and occupied

means that staff will be

decline in her health

and in the absence of our

given some free infection

caused by cancer.

usual entertainers and

control and PPE training

Dorothy is very missed

activity people we need

in the near future. This

by all and our thoughts

difficult to motivate

to offer more. Niccii has

will be held in the

organisations such as

Jade also created the
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Skills for care and the

posters to advertise

Community mental

locally the room vacancy

CQC who govern care

health team and

we have at Elmfield

providers are currently

manager’s forums have

using photoshop. She

not doing site

been extremely

also has lots of good

inspections except in
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ideas which she shares
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in the staff What’s app

Instead they have

share resources,
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introduced an
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working alternate

‘Emergency Support
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Covid 19 pandemic to

who have been affected

month:

ensure excellent

by the Covid 19
pandemic. They have
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telephoning Niccii to see
how we are and what
challenges we are facing.
This ensures that care
homes are still providing
quality care to residents
during the current
emergency.
It is nice to have some
support and CQC as
well as other

Employee of the month
for May has been
awarded to Jade
Haverty. She kindly
crocheted the Elmfield
bear family, made two
delicious cakes for the
VE day afternoon tea
and has gone above and
sat with Dorothy for an
hour when the care staff
had handover the day
before she passed away.

standards of cleanliness
and hygiene are
maintained at all times
which is much
appreciated. Jade
regularly exceeds the
expectations of her job
role and is creative, kind
and caring and shows
dedication to the home
and residents. Well done
Jade and keep up the
fantastic work!

